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Implementing a headlight is essential when working with loupes. We learned to consider 
loupes and lights in conjunction and not as separate products. Loupes and lights are two 
elements of one solution. Each affects the other and both affect your comfort and efficiency

When choosing a headlight, consider these 4 elements.

• Wired or cordless?

• How heavy is it?

• How will the light intensity (LUX) impact your work?

• Which light is compatible with your loupes magnification?

We have created a simple guide to help match Admetec loupes and lights. Please note that these 
are general recommendations, based on our experience. One of the most important variables to 
consider is something that we cannot calculate – your unique situation and preferences

Butteryfly Butteryfly S ORCHID ORCHID-F ORCHID Ergo ORCHID-S

connection type Cordless Cordless Wired Wired Wired Wired

brightness 35,000 lux 55,000 lux 60,000 lux 60,000 lux 150,000 lux 220,000 lux

weight 25 grams 30 grams 9 grams 9 grams 11.5 grams 11.5 grams

total run time 2 hrs 2 hrs 6 hrs 6 hrs 6 hrs 4 hrs

 batteries per pack 3 3 2 2 2 2

charge time 1.5 hrs 1.5 hrs 2.5 hrs 2.5 hrs 2.5 hrs 2.5 hrs

compatible 
magnifications

ergonomic 2.5x, 2.7x, 3.2x 2.5x, 2.7x, 3.2x 2.5x, 2.7x, 3.2x 2.5x, 2.7x, 3.2x 3.2x** 3.2x**

galilean 4.0x, 4.8x, 5.5x 4.0x, 4.8x, 5.5x 4.0x, 4.8x, 5.5x 4.0x, 4.8x, 5.5x 5.5x 5.5x

prismatic 3.0x, 4.0x, 5.0x 5.0x, 6.0x,  
7.5x, 10.0x*

3.0x, 4.0x,  
5.0x, 6.0x

3.0x, 4.0x,  
5.0x, 6.0x 7.5x, 10.0x 7.5x, 10.0x

*(10x) It is possible to match Butterfly-S with 10x magnification however if the doctor’s working 
distance is 550mm or over this is not recommended. In this combination, the circumference of the 
light beam will be larger than the field of view and, as a result the “extra” light might shine in the patient’s 
eyes, creating an unpleasant experience.

**(3.2x) The field of view is larger than the circumference of the light beam. This means that although 
you will have a very strong beam of light, it will not illuminate your entire field of view, creating dark 
borders around the edge of your field of view. Surgeons sometimes choose this combination, knowing 
that their headlight will provide the pinpoint illumination they need while the rest of the operating field 
will be illuminated by their overhead light


